This study examined the conceptions of Finnish child care personnel about girls' and boys' work, as well as fathers' and mothers' work education, based on a mail survey of 317 female preschool teachers chosen from the register of the Kindergarten Teacher Association. The subjects were asked to write an essay about the subject "a girl doing work, a boy doing work, a mother as a work educator, and a father as a work educator." The survey found that the teachers attached so-called "women's work" to girls more often than they attached such work to boys, and that they attached "men's work" to boys more often than they attached such work to girls. There were more mentions relating to positive attitudes to work by girls than by boys, according to the essays, and more mentions of mothers doing children's work education than fathers doing such activities. More than half of all work education units represented traditional, gender-segregated work education, according to the essays. (Contains 99 references.) (MDM)
WRITTEN TEXT CONCEPTIONS OF FEMALE CHILD CARE PERSONNEL ABOUT GIRLS' AND BOYS' WORK AND MOTHERS' AND FATHERS' WORK EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

The study is based on the definition of work education, derived from the ecological approach (Bronfenbrenner 1979). According to this, work education comprises micro-, meso-, exo- and macro-level phenomena. Work education, according to the definition I have developed (Härkönen 1991b), means any educational influence on children through the presence of work in culture and society. This influence is mediated through social and human relationships and the child’s own work and activities. The children here referred to are those of under school age. This study is devoted to early childhood work education.

The work present in the child’s external life is divided into out-of-home and in-home work. Out-of-home work covers the work related to vocational and leisure time activities. In-home work means household chores, work related to children’s upbringing and work education, and leisure time activities at home. Boys’ and girls’ own work is studied both at the home environment and out-of-home day care environment.

The ecological definition of work education makes it possible to examine the division of labour (e.g. Anttonen 1994; Kauppinen-Toropainen, Kandolin 1993) and equality (e.g. Rantalaiho 1994; Saarinen 1985) in children’s work education. According to Haavio-Mannila (1993), the traditional gender-based division of labour is still predominant in Finland, in spite of equality-oriented efforts (see also Haavio-Mannila 1971; 1975; 1983a). Work and related phenomena, such as the gender-based labour division, are mediated...

Equality has officially been defined as a social and educational goal in Finland Act on Equality between Women and Men (609/1986) and Act amending the Act on Equality between Women and Men (206/1995). However, gender-based labour division that supports disequality (Hirdman 1990a; Julkunen, Rantalaiho 1989; Liljeström 1986) is mediated to children at an early age. Work education is a most important activity that can purposefully be changed (Hirsjärvi 1980; 1981) to promote equality as early as the pre-school age when basic adoption processes take place (Keskinen 1994; Sayers 1984, 1987).

The empirical part of the research discusses the conceptions of child care personnel about the two aspects included in the definition of work education: children's own work and adults' work. The conceptions analysis has been conducted within the phenomenographic framework (Marton 1981). As to the assumptions between conceptions and social reality, the analysis rests on objective hermeneutics (Oeverman etc. 1979, 1983) based on the text interpretation method (Karjalainen 1991a; 1991b; Karjalainen, Siljander 1993; Siljander 1987; 1988; 1991; 1995; Siljander, Karjalainen 1991), which is in accordance with the phenomenographic approach (Marton 1981) adapted for this study.

Social reality is understood as a cultural product of the human community and social structure, where meanings and relations are most important properties (Oeverman etc. 1979). According to Karjalainen and Siljander (1993, 335, 339; Siljander 1995) meaning gives an understandable structure to an activity. Man adopts 'the
grammar' of a culture through socialization in inter-action relations. Texts under study are supposed to generate from the meaning structures of the culture, in so far that these texts have an internal regular meaning structure, which in itself is independent from an interpreter’s intentions. According on this 'realistic assumption', it is possible to find through the interpretation of these texts the meaning structures of social reality.

AIM OF THE STUDY

The aim was to find out the conceptions of the Finnish female child care personnel about girls' and boys' work, as well as fathers' and mothers' work education. The study tries to analyze the nature of those conceptions and their relationship to equality of genders. The importance of work education in early childhood is also emphasized. (More on Finnish pre-school education and day care, see Hujala-Huttunen, Järvi (1995) and Ojala (1989, 87-118; 1991.)

PROBLEMS

1. What are the conceptions of female child care personnel about girls’ and boys’ work like?

2. What are the conceptions of female child care personnel about fathers’ and mothers’ work education like?

3. How do the contents of different conceptions of female child care personnel about girls’ and boys’ work, and mothers’ and fathers’ work education could be presented in models?

4. What are the shares of different work educational models in separate batches of data and whether the respondents' place of residence, occupation, age, educational background or the time of data collection are reflected in their conceptions?
METHOD OF RESEARCH

The data was collected from six object groups (N=335). They consisted of different kinds of female child care personnel: municipal child-minders, kindergarten teachers, household assistants, day care assistants, and child nurses.

All previous data was collected during training courses, where the researcher was acting as a teacher. Data batch 6 was collected as a postal questionnaire covering the whole of Finland, including 500 female kindergarten teachers, chosen from the register of the Kindergarten Teacher Association (n=11651) by equal interval sampling. The return percentage was 58% (n=290). Written answers were invited only from those kindergarten teachers who had actually been working in 1994. There were 141 such persons among those who answered. 130 written essays were received of which 129 could be analyzed. Thus, the actual loss was 12 answers. The age of the respondents corresponded well to the sample (n=500) and the population (n=11651), and was close to the Savonlinna group 1986 age division, being slightly older. In all, 317 answers were received from all the six groups, the total loss being 18.

The respondents were asked to write freely during half an hour about the subject "A girl and doing work, a boy and doing work, a mother as a work educator, a father as a work educator." The question was the same to all groups.

The data was subjected to three different analyses. Analysis 1 is the content analysis method, proposed by Pietilä (1976). Analysis 2 is the qualitative classification of contents and its verbal description. Analysis 3 is an overall evaluation of the answers. The observation unit in Analysis 1 is the smallest thought unit. The content description (Analysis 2) is based on joining together the parts of qualitatively categorized texts. The overall evaluation (Analysis 3) is based on the qualitative evaluation of answers so that the observation unit is the whole text written by a person. The Savonlinna 1986 data is the original material for the study. This data has been subjected to all three methods, whereas
other data batches have been subjected to an overall evaluation. So all the batches were studied by the method of Analysis 3. The results of the analyses were compared with each other and with the previous information about the corresponding phenomena.

In order to ensure reliability, classification criteria and a system of premises for the evaluation was prepared, parallel ratings were made, classification minutes drawn up and follow-up data collected for certain parts. In the case of parallel ratings the similarity of classifications was high. The results can thus be treated as reliable.

RESULTS

As the basic point, it must be understood that the results describe the conceptions of female child care personnel. Only quantitative results based on the analysis of texts are presented here and their possible connections to social reality are dealt with in the discussion section.

A detailed analysis classification of the Savonlinna 1986 data (Batch 1) is made on the basis of the data. Therefore the classification levels belong to the results of the study (Uljens 1989,55;1991,98). The conceptions of the child care personnel are divided into eight categories: girls' work tasks, boys' work tasks, girls' attitude to work, boys' attitude to work, mother to daughter work education, mother to son work education, father to daughter work education and father to son work education.

1. Conceptions of female child care personnel about girls and boys doing work.

In the answers of the child care personnel there are more mentions of girls' work tasks than boys'. They attach to girls so-called women's work to a very great extent, much more than to boys. Some of the so called men's work is also attached to girls, but clearly less than to boys. A lot of women's work is attached to boys, but
less than to girls. Many mentions are made of boys also doing a lot of men's work, clearly more than girls. Boys get more experience of women's work than girls of men's work. The texts attach, all in all, to boys much more extensive and diversified experience of work than to girls. Girls get more profound work experience in women's work, but in general this experience is narrower and more one-sided than that of boys.

The texts of the child care personnel show that girls' work experience of work environment is home-centered and thus narrow and one-sided. Girls have some experience of out-of-home work environment, but for girls the work environment is basically one-poled. Boys' work experience of work environment are both home-centered and strongly out-of-home environment oriented. Boys' work environment is wide, diverse and two-poled.

In the texts, there are more mentions relating to positive attitudes to work by girls than by boys. Girls' negative attitude mentions are quantitatively less than those of positive attitude. Girls' attitudes to work are evenly good and problems are not great. Boys' attitudes have two aspects: on one hand - great desire to work, on the other - negative attitudes that are quantitatively as strong as positive attitudes. Boys have ambivalent attitudes to work.

2. Conceptions of female child care personnel about mothers' and fathers' work education

Quantitative analyses. The answers of child care personnel show that there are many more mentions of mothers doing children's work education than fathers. The same gender parent has been attached to a girl or a boy more often than the parent of opposite gender. The importance of both the mother and the same gender parent is emphasized especially with boys. As to boys the difference between mothers' and fathers' work education mentions is small, but nevertheless their work education is mother dominated.

The texts about work education bring forth that children's
work education is mostly taken care by mothers, thus being primarily feminine. The masculine principle can also be seen in the texts, but it is of secondary importance. Masculinity is seen in fathers' lesser role in work education mentions as compared to mothers, and in relatively strong inter-relation between fathers and boys. The mentions in the text show a quantitative difference in socialization between boys and girls.

How do different conceptions of mothers' and fathers' work education relate to the pursuit of equality of genders? A detailed analysis (Analysis 1) of the Savonlinna 1986 data (Batch 1) reveals that more than half (56%) of all (mothers' and fathers') work education units represent tradition supporting work education which is here called gender segregated work education. This is mostly observed in the mentions about work education given to children by the same gender parent and less in case of the opposite gender parent work education. The highest degree of gender segregated work education appears in the case of the mother and the daughter. In the texts, mothers tend to give more gender segregated work education than fathers, even if in fathers' work education mentions the share of gender segregation is higher than in that of mothers.

Approximately one fifth (21%) of the work education mentions in the texts presents the kind of work education aiming at breaking away from traditional work education, and is here defined as gender segregation conflicting work education. More of it emanates from mothers than fathers. In the texts, the importance of mothers is specifically underlined in sons' work education. Boys are more often connected to gender conflicting work education than girls.

Less than a quarter (23%) of the work education mention units represent gender segregation relieved work education. Fathers are more often attached to gender relieving work education than mothers, girls more often than boys. Fathers' significance to daughters is seen as important. For sons the significance of both parents is about the same in this respect.
How do different work education conception contents can be described? As a result of qualitative classification, the contents of conceptions about equality related work education have also been described verbally. In each work education description - gender segregated, gender conflicting and gender relieving - the classification consists of 1) general principles of work education, 2) aims and experience, 3) methods, 4) descriptions of the mother and father as work educators, and 5) the means of work education from the girl’s and boy’s viewpoint. The content analysis (Analysis 2) of the Savonlinna 1986 data shows that the factors sustaining the segregation of genders are even stronger than what the above results of the quantitative analysis are.

3. Modelling of different conceptions about girls’ and boys’ work and mothers’ and fathers’ work education

Three work education models, describing the conceptions, have been built by combining the results of Analysis 1 and 2 and by making deductions. The models describe the conceptions of child care personnel as to work, work environment, attitudes to work and work education especially in relation to equality.

The model that is the furthest away from the goals for equality describes gender segregation most strongly. More than half of all opinions of work education support gender segregation and traditional values. In the gender segregating model home chores are basically women’s work, being feminine (Huttunen J. 1990) by their nature. Mostly mothers educate children for work. Education is directed both on girls and boys, though quantitatively it is more directed to girls. Work done outside the home is mostly men’s work, being masculine (Huttunen J. 1990) by its nature. In this area fathers primarily educate boys. In the gender segregating model the environment, work and mutual relationships support within the gender system the efforts to keep the sexes apart. (See e.g. Hirdman 1990a; Liljeström 1986.)

The second model gives an average description of the category
of equalization. The opinions that represent conflicting work education make up about one fifth. In the gender conflicting work education model home chores include both women’s and men’s work. In home chores femininity and masculinity are present, though femininity is stronger. Home chores are done by mothers and fathers, yet more by mothers. Both mothers and fathers educate children for work, though mothers more than fathers. Both parents educate both children, however, mothers give more attention to girls and fathers to boys. In the work outside the home there is men’s and women’s work. Fathers do men’s work that is masculine by nature, and mothers do women’s work that is feminine by nature. Both give work education to girls as well as boys, even if fathers pay more attention to boys and mothers to girls. In this model the environment, work and mutual relationships support segregation according to the gender agreement, but to a certain extent this model makes it possible to have equalizing inter-relations.

The third model describes gender relievance most strongly. Opinions representing gender releasing work education form about one fifth of those given by child care personnel. In the gender relieving work education model home chores are characterized by cooperation that can have both femininity and masculinity. Both mothers and fathers do home chores and together educate girls and boys for work. In the outside the home work both mothers and fathers are active. Work is characterized by both femininity and masculinity. The work is not divided according to the gender, fathers and mothers cooperate in educating girls and boys to work equally. In this model the environment, work and mutual relationships do not support the division according to the gender, but make cooperation and joint responsibility possible.

4. The share of work education models related writings in different batches, and the relation of different factors to the conceptions.

All six data batches have been analyzed with the overall per respondent analysis method (Analysis 3), in which each essay was
evaluated as representing either gender segregated, gender conflicting or gender relieving work education. According to the analysis, gender segregated work education writings vary in different data batches between 57-78 %, conflicting work education is 18-32 % and gender relieving work education is 4-11 %. The per respondent analysis gives, as does the contents analysis (Analysis 2), a much bigger share of gender segregated work education and a smaller share gender relieving than the per thought unit analysis in Analysis 1. For example, in the Savonlinna 1986 data there are 70 % of gender segregated, 24 % of conflicting and 6 % of gender relieving answers, whereas in the unit Analysis 1 the figures were 56 %, 21 % and 23 % respectively. The summed-up results of all data batches shows that of the texts of child care personnel about 60 % represent gender segregated, about 30 % conflicting and about 10 % gender relieving work education model.

The place of residence of the respondents does not have any significant connection with the child care personnel's conceptions of equality. The data from Savonlinna, Kemi or Vantaa do not differ significantly. Nevertheless, when comparing this data with that of the whole country, it can be observed that Savonlinna represents a more traditional, Kemi a more equal and Vantaa the most equal environment. The data collected from the sample of kindergarten teachers all over the country represents most strongly equality, but are evidently opinions of a selected, perhaps non-representative, group of respondents.

The conceptions of different vocational groups do not differ significantly, not even in different times. The per small unit (Analysis 1) and qualitative Analysis 2 of the Savonlinna 1986 data shows small differences, according to which the conceptions of municipal child-minders were slightly more equalizing than those of kindergarten teachers. The conceptions of day care assistants split into gender conflicting and gender relieving. The conceptions of home care assistants were often gender segregated and e.g. men were held in high esteem. In the overall evaluation of the answers there were no significant differences between different vocational
groups.

In reference to educational background, it was noticed in the thought unit analysis of the Savonlinna 1986 data that the most formally educated persons, the kindergarten teachers, were not the most equalizing, even if they wrote the longest essays and tackled the most complicated phenomena. In the same analysis, the household assistants, the more elderly and somewhat less formally educated group, represented most of the traditionality. The 1994 data from the whole country received from kindergarten teachers, represents the greatest share of gender relieved conceptions, but the respondents were perhaps not a representative group.

The connections of age to conceptions were analyzed in the data batch of the kindergarten teachers from the whole country. The group of over 50 years of age represents primarily gender segregation and the middle-aged respondents mostly gender equality striving, yet conflicting work education. The youngest group of under 29 years of age represents again the gender segregated approach, although in this group there is a small number of gender conflicting and gender relieving writings. In the descriptions of gender segregation there is no clear difference between the age groups.

The data was collected during eight years. The contents of the essays have not changed essentially. In 1993 and 1994 there have appeared issues like economic depression, unemployment, and new-helplessness, but only in small quantities. It is difficult to see any changes in the conceptions towards equality, because certain factors influence and vary in different data batches at the same time. However, it is possible that the gender role and equality in work education conceptions of child care personnel have remained stable during these eight years.

DISCUSSION

It is important to realize that in the empirical section the analyses have been made from the texts which reveal the conceptions
of child care personnel. They can be perceived as creating a text world which is being examined. However, it must be understood that the conceptions in the texts do not represent only the opinions of the writers. They are diverse descriptions of the experience and observations about the real world surrounding child care personnel.

The approach to the study is qualitative, to be more exact - phenomenographic, but the number of classified units has been counted and the results compared. In Analysis 3 the significance of certain differences has been calculated. The results present the division of the number of units in texts and the information of units has also been described.

There are two questions to be considered as to the interpretation of results which are associated with validity. The first question is: Can any quantity oriented assumptions be drawn about the conceptions of child care personnel on the basis of the number of mentions or should only the division of conceptions or probable descriptions of their contents be presented? The conclusion is that these assumptions can be made, however, on certain conditions and upon reflection. This is supported by the examination of the significance of the quantitative results of Analysis 1 in Analysis 2, where the texts have come under extensive scrutiny. Analysis 3, in which there was a great number of texts (317) and in which the whole texts were taken as units, also supports the conclusion. There might also appear a case where the entity shows different results than the quantitative analysis would foretell. In practice, this conclusion means that if e.g. in the essays of child care personnel here are more units of mother-daughter household chores than mother-son chores it can be said that "according to child care personnel the mother does more chores with the daughter than with the son". The arguments have been checked with the texts as units. A second evaluator has also read the texts.

The second question is: Can assumptions based on the conceptions be drawn about social reality? The conclusion is that on certain conditions and upon reflection this can be done. This
conclusion is based on the realistic assumption chosen as a methodological basis (e.g. Karjalainen, Siljander 1993; Siljander, Karjalainen 1991) according to which conceptions generate from social reality. Previous results on conceptions related to real phenomena support strongly this assumption. The interpretation of results is based on the assumptions made.

In the conceptions of child care personnel - and on that basis probably in reality - small girls and boys have 'a division of labour according to the gender', corresponding to the division of labour among the adults (e.g. Anttonen 1994; Kauppinen-Toropainen, Kandolin 1993). Children are socialized at quite an early stage to the adult gender division of labour. Socialization also directs girls' and boys' future work. Girls' work and the names of their games have connections to women's work and boys' work and the names of their games have connections to men's work. Girls' and boys' work done together also corresponds to women's and men's work done together. This has been shown in earlier studies (Gabrielsen etc. 1983; Hagglund 1986; Kandolin 1993,5; Kauppinen-Toropainen etc. 1988,15-26; Kärby 1987; Niemi 1984b,45; Suomalainen perhe 1994; Vehviläinen 1982) as well as by the results of the present study.

According to the conceptions of female child care personnel also the small girls' and boys' work environments have been gender segregated. This corresponds to the results of earlier studies that point out how home centered girls are (Lips etc. 1978; Whiting, Edwards 1976) and how boys are oriented towards the outside world (e.g. Bjerrum-Nielsen 1985; Chafetz etc. 1974).

In the texts, written by child care personnel the attitudes of girls to work are similar to the stereotype characteristics related to girls (see e.g. Bjerrum-Nielsen, Rudberg 1988; Keskinen, Hopearuoho-Saajala 1994; Strandell 1993). They are on a par with the qualifications necessary in women's work (see Lehto 1988;1991) and the stereotype characteristics related to women (see Huttunen J, 1990; Tarmo 1989). The attitudes towards women's work and stereotype characteristics relate in the minds and observations of child care personnel to small girls at quite an early age. The
situation is parallel with men and boys. According to the conceptions of child care personnel, gender segregation is expressing in mothers’ and fathers’ work education so that girls and boys are raised differently in accordance with the traditional gender roles. The type of gender segregation and the ways of approach correspond to earlier results of studies on socialization, upbringing and work education (e.g. Einarsson 1986; Keskinen 1993; 1994; Safilios-Rotschild 1986; Tornes, Ve 1980). Gender segregation also realizes in the mother-father labour division, in asymmetric parenthood (Julkunen, Rantalaiho 1989). The mother gives more work education than the father (see Härkönen 1991b; Nummenmaa 1986; Stranden 1982).

Work education conceptions have been compared in relation to equality (Aitta 1988a;1988b; Huida etc. 1993; Rantalaiho 1994) through which new information has been received. Child care personnel sees mothers’ and fathers’ work education as mostly gender segregating. It is conflicting to some degree, but also slighty gender relieving. Qualitative descriptions of the contents have been made from the conception of child care personnel.

According to the results mothers sustain gender segregation more than fathers. The reason is that they participate in work education more than fathers and thus transmit gender based labour division. However, fathers emphasize segregation in their quantitatively less work education. Although mothers are shown to be more tolerant than fathers as to gender roles (e.g. Maccoby, Jacklin 1974; McBroom 1984; Nummenmaa, Vanhalakka-Ruoho 1985), mothers influence is stressed. In addition, the texts show mothers’ influence on sons and fathers’ on daughters in equality.

The conceptions of child care personnel have allowed to produce qualitative gender segregated, conflicting and gender releasing work education descriptions, which have also been presented as models. These models show that children’s work education is formed not only through inter-action between adults and children. According to the orientation of this study, work education models show that the aspect to which gender roles are
linked in work education descriptions are the following: **persons**, shown to work (mother, father, girl and boy); **work** someone is said to do (women’s work, men’s work, common work); **environments** to which the person and work are linked (in-home environment and out-of-home environment); **types of attitude** the person is supposed to have (positive, negative and neutral; feminine, masculine), and how these factors are related to equality or the values linked to the pursuit of equality. These **values** are realized in different ways in the work education of different models: gender segregated, gender conflicting and gender relieving. Such models function, in accordance with Karjalainen and Siljander (1993,342), as regulatory system that generate social reality.

In the work education conceptions of child care personnel, according to Analysis 1 (if evaluated by separate thought units), the share of gender segregated work education is about 60 %, gender conflicting - 20 % and gender relieving - 20 %. While evaluating the answers as an entity (Analysis 3), the results are: approximately 60 % of answers represent a gender segregated model, 30 % gender conflicting model and 10 % gender relieving model. The results can be compared with the calculation made in this study but based on Haavio-Mannila (1984b,175), according to which in home chores (except child care) the share of families using the traditional gender segregated approach is 62 %, gender equality approach - 28 % and changed gender role approach - 8 %, no information 2%. In Nummenmaa’s study (1980) almost 50 % of the families were jointly acting families. In this present study the share of conflicting and gender relieving texts is 40 % all together. In Finnish working life gender segregation becomes more prominent in almost 50 % of women and men work at totally segregated vocations, 9 % at non-segregated (Kandolin 1993,5) and a few per cent at vocations specially for the other gender (Kauppinen-Toropainen 1987).

The detailed method of analysis (Analysis 1) gives a somewhat higher share of gender relieving work education, the content analysis (Analysis 2) and the complex analysis (Analysis 3)
underline the share of gender segregation. The results complement each other, and they show with different degrees of accuracy the same meanings related to a gender role. The importance of Analysis 1 is in the fact that it helps to find accurately the respondents' opinions that promote equality, even if they are few. From the point of view of pursuit to equality, it is necessary that vocational personnel are conscious of their references to conflicting and gender relieving work education, because by strengthening the conceptions and solving conflicts between conceptions, it is possible to develop one's way of thinking and acting. Analyses 2 and 3 show the fact that the equality oriented thoughts that are a minority, which tend to get 'buried' under the entirety. This should be taken into consideration e.g. while planning vocational training.

The above mentioned percentages, concerning the division of child care personnel in relation to equality, are almost the same in different vocational groups educating children, at different localities and in all data batches collected at different times during the eight years. The 1994 data that covered the whole country, was the most conflicting, but the percentage of respondents was low and it can be assumed that they represented a selected group. Even higher formal education did not increase equality in the conceptions of child care personnel. During the eight years, when especially in Finland discussion around the Act on Equality (609/1986) has been going on, hardly any changes towards equality have taken place in the conceptions of child care personnel.

From the methodological point of view it is interesting to notice that the results, obtained by the use of the method of content analysis, are very much in line with earlier research results. For example, by calculating the frequencies of text units, it can be seen that child care personnel more often relate working to girls than boys which is in accordance with earlier results (e.g. Haavio-Mannila 1984b; Niemi 1984b) girls do more work than boys. In the respondents' essays there was large variation between
them, but the overall description is wide and gives a diversified picture of the collective conceptions. The results of the analysis of children’s educators’ conceptions coincide to an amazing degree with the results of earlier studies presented in the theory part of this study. As far as the results of earlier studies are supposed to give information about the so called social reality, it can be said on the basis of this study that the conceptions of child care personnel 'generate' from the phenomena of social reality that correspond to the objects of the study and which according to a realistic assumption are not dependent of the interpreter. (Karjalainen, Siljander 1993; Siljander 1995).

The theoretical yield of this study, besides methodological development, includes the use of a work education definition (Härkönen 1991b) based on the ecological approach (Brofenbrenner 1979). The definition has made it possible to relate children’s work and work education to adult work, gender based labour division and equality goals. Socialization and other cultural adaption processes have been interpreted as phenomena influencing children’s work education and partially belonging to it. Work education has been seen as a wider and more diverse phenomenon than before and at the same time the meaning of work education to girls’ and boys’ lives has come to the fore. The study has given information about children’s work and work education that has been scanty (see Alanen, Bardy 1990;1991).

As a theoretical yield, one can consider as fruitful the application of the female research terms such as 'the gender system' and 'the gender agreement' (Hirdman 1990a) in early childhood research. According to the above terms, children’s work education maintains the phenomena in question. In work education, mothers and female educators act as foremost socializers. As a result of their work girls in 'the children’s gender system' are socialized into social secondness (Alanen 1981; Delphy, Leonard 1989; Kandolin 1993; Tolkki-Nikkonen 1983; Torres, Ve 1980; Walby 1989; Zavalloni 1982) and boys, in spite of certain educational problems, rise to the top of the social power hierarchy.
In the theory part it has been pointed out that in culture men are appreciated more than women (Hirdman 1990a, 78; Rantalaiho 1993b, 12; Sinkkonen 1992, 23) and that boys become at an early stage aware of their dominant position (Helmadotter 1989). This all might happen as an unaware process that female research refers to as 'the undeclared gender agreement', a sort of silent concession (Hirdman 1990a).

What conditions do female child care personnel accept? They concede to female and male segregation and the power hierarchy, dominant in the gender system, where the female gender occupies a lower level. But it must be noted that women alone do not make up this system - neither in education nor work education. Men's position in working life as well as their absence and secondary significance in work education are transmitted to children as is the position of women in working life as well as their presence and primarity in work education. In other words, the responsibility for the socialization related to work education and its consequences belong to women as much as men. This has not always been taken into consideration. For example, in relation to boy-projects, the only reasons for boys' dislikes were: female education and female educators (see Haataja 1992).

A conscious approach to education, aspiring towards equality, questions such children's education. It tries to increase the awareness of the gender role attitudes that educators and parents have and change their attitudes towards more equality of gender. Such a goal has great social significance, as this this study shows.

Educational discussion should tackle the question as to why gender based labour division is still maintained among children. The reason might be that the issue is not consciously understood or that a deliberate choice is made in the name of 'social consensus', 'educational consensus', 'family consensus', 'work place consensus' or 'consensus between genders'. It would be interesting to ask, how parents and child care personnel understand that they may be
educating girls to be submissive and boys to take the rule. This aspect has not only a social dimension, but a human rights and ethical dimension as well.

While evaluating mothers’ and fathers’ work education, girls’ and boys’ working, stereotype characteristics and the results of this study, it must be said that ‘education works’. Girls and boys do what they are expected to do and they are what they are supposed to be. The cultural system of meanings functions quite successfully. Related to equality it maintains the traditional gender based segregation, hierarchy and the silent agreement upon the power of the male gender and the submissiveness of the female gender. Children’s work education as ‘an extension’ of adult gender based labour division realizes the same meaning system that is inherent in the basic structures of culture.

However, it must be said that a share of child care personnel have a tendency towards equality. This becomes obvious specifically in their ideals, goals and wishes. They often contradict with reality, to the extent that they admit it themselves. The social reality of educators in relation to equality, in this case referring to children’s work education, is problematic and contradictory. It is difficult for them to decide what should be done in order to have changes.

According to the results, only a small part of child care personnel has broken away from gender segregation. Their position may be conscious, but also neutral, unconscious, which, if strictly criticized, may not even represent relievement from gender roles. The study does not show how different respondents as individual persons have reached their points of view. However, the family is the central environment to which things are related.

It remains to be discussed, whether there is any movement towards increased equality in society, or if the traditional system itself continuously contains a certain amount of equality without causing any change in the basic structures (see Anttalainen 1986a). If there is any tendency to change education towards equality, then it is possible, according to the orientation of this study, to
influence persons, work, environment, attitudes and values, influencing one factor, some of them or all of them. These factors do not only act in causal relations, but as a cultural system of meanings. Different factors acquire different meanings that are communicated to individuals and groups in inter-action relationships. Different attitudes of child care personnel to equality point out that there are different variations, even juxtaposing ones in culture. This shows that changes in desired directions are possible. The essays of child care personnel reveal that ideals and goals are not always sufficient to change behaviour. From the point of view of change all objects and levels are important. However, as to the training of child care personnel, it is crucial to be aware of one’s conceptions as well as to observe one’s behaviour and change it. This should also be a target for further development.

The adaption of gender role conceptions should also be tackled from the child’s point of view. Children, living in both home and day care environment, most probably run into contradictory meaning systems, into the so called ‘double socialization’ (see also Lahikainen 1991; Lahikainen, Strandell 1988). Parents can have different opinions of gender roles and working. The respondents’ conceptions of gender roles in children’s work education can also differ to a great extent. This present study shows that in the conceptions of child care personnel gender segregating viewpoints form a majority and gender segregation relieved viewpoints a minority. Does in educational environments the power of the majority act in the way that gender segregating and gender relieving opinions as a minority get buried under the ways of the majority and the generally accepted way of behaviour? How do children handle these processes? Lahikainen and Strandell (1988,158,159) claim that we do not know what it means to be a child in the modern society. According to them, adults also suffer from the fading of values.
CONCLUSIONS

Only the conceptions of a limited number of child care personnel correspond to the goals of equality of genders. There is more aspiration for them in writings than in practical actions.

All vocational groups that work with children should in their training become familiar with the laws and declarations of equality and, subsequently, with equality education. This is the basis for creating diversified possibilities both for girls and boys. The significant influence and the inherent possibilities of work and work education should be pointed out. The contents of work education should be planned according to equality goals, so that child care personnel could consciously pursue these goals approved in our society and culture. It is necessary to see that teachers e.g. at universities are familiar with these goals.

In the future research should be oriented strongly towards equality-dominated changes. Act on Equality between Women and Men (609/1986) and Act amending the Act on Equality between Women and Men (206/1995) aim at women's and men's equal participation in social planning and decision making. According to the law (Act 206/1995, Article 4), the authority is obliged to promote equality. This is facilitated by establishing minimum quotas for genders in certain governing bodies. The Act (206/1995, Article 5) also states that education, research and teaching material should promote the goals of the Act.

The present study tries to promote the equality of the genders in two directions. The study underlines the significance of one of the pillars in early childhood pedagogics - work education -, and stresses the importance in transmitting the meanings of gender related activities to children. The study also emphasizes the possibilities of children's work education in achieving the goals of equality. This calls for the consciousness of child care personnel and changes in work education.
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